Abstract. Ensemble is a widely used group communication system that supports distributed programming by providing precise guarantees for synchronization, message ordering, and message delivery. Ensemble eases the task of distributed-application programming, but as a result, ensuring the correctness of Ensemble itself is a di cult problem. In this paper we use I O automata for formalizing, specifying, and verifying the Ensemble implementation. We focus speci cally on message total ordering, a property that is commonly used to guarantee consistency within a process group. The systematic veri cation of this protocol led to the discovery of an error in the implementation.
Introduction
Ensemble 8, 16 is a working system for supporting group communication.
In the group communication model, processes join together to form views that vary over time, but at any time a process belongs to exactly one view. Ensemble provides precise semantics for message delivery and ordering both within a view, and as views change. The Ensemble implementation is modular; applications acquire services by constructing layered protocol stacks. Ensemble currently provides about 50 protocol layers, and the number of useful protocols that can be constructed by composing the layers into protocol stacks numbers in the thousands.
Ensemble eases the task of distributed-application programming by supporting properties like failure detection and recovery, process migration, message ordering, and con ict resolution, through a common application interface. From one perspective, Ensemble provides a model for establishing con dence: the critical algorithms are cleanly isolated and modularized. From another perspective, the task of verifying thousands of protocols is seemingly impossible! Any v eri cation model that we use must capture the modularity of Ensemble, and it must be able to provide automated assistance for module composition.
In this paper we present our experience applying I O automata 13, 14 to Ensemble. The I O automaton model provides a good framework for modeling Ensemble because: a Ensemble layers can be described formally as automata, and composition of layers corresponds to composition of automata, b the I O automaton model language supports a range of speci cation, from abstract speci cations that characterize services to operational speci cations that characterize program behavior, and c the automata can be interpreted formally, as part of a mechanical veri cation we are performing with the Nuprl system 5 . We demonstrate our experience through a case study of the Ensemble total-order protocol, which speci es an ordering property for message delivery. It is built incrementally from virtual synchrony, a basic Ensemble service. We present the following contributions:
EVS, a speci cation for the safety properties guaranteed by the Ensemble virtual synchrony l a yer. ETO, for the Ensemble totally ordered virtual synchrony l a yer. This document gives the speci cations and summarizes the proofs for the total order case study. The full proofs are given in detail in 9 , which provides the formal arguments used in the mechanical veri cation using the Nuprl proof development system. At the time of writing, the mechanical veri cation is partially complete. While we do not discuss proof automation speci cally, the speci cations we present w ere developed through a process of reverse-engineering, by hand-translating Ensemble code into a Nuprl speci cation, and the proofs were developed in concert with the Nuprl formalism.
The outline for the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief description of the I O automata formalism, and in Section 3, we use it to specify the abstract Ensemble client. We specify the eto and evs services in Sections 4 and 5; we develop the layer speci cation and its veri cation in Section 6; and we nish with a discussion of the speci c ordering properties that led to the discovery of an error in Ensemble and Horus in Section 7.
2 Notation and mathematical foundations Sets, functions, sequences. Given a set S not containing ?, the notation S ? refers to the set S f?g. We write hhi i for the empty sequence. If a is a sequence, jaj denotes the length of a. We also use the notation jaj x to denote the numberof elements in a that are equal to x. If a is a sequence and 1 i j jaj then ai denotes the ith element of a and ai::j denotes the subsequence ai; : : : ; a j. We s a y that sequence s is a pre x of sequence t, written as s t i there exists i such that s = t1 : : : i .
Views. P denotes the universe of all processes. G is a totally ordered set of identi ers used to distinguish views. Within G, w e distinguish view identi ers g p , p 2 P , one per process p. We assume that these special view identi ers come before all other view identi ers in the given total ordering of G. A view v = hg ;Pi consists of a view identi er g, g 2 G and a nonempty set P, P 2 2 P , of processors called members" of the view. V = G 2 P is the set of all views. Given a view v = hg ;Pi, the notation v:id refers to the view identi er g of view v and the notation v:set refers to the view membership set P of view v. We distinguish special initial views v p = hg p ; fpgi for all p 2 P . In speci cations that associate at most one view with each identi er g 2 G , w e will sometimes refer to the view" g, meaning the view with identi er g.
Messages.
We denote by M the universe of all possible messages. When messages are placed in queues, they are often paired with processors M P . Given a message-processor pair x = hm; pi, the notation x:msg refers to the message m, and x:proc refers to the processor p.
I O automata. I O automata provide a reactive model for programs that react with their environment in an ongoing manner, as described by Lynch 14 . An automaton consists of a set of actions, classi ed as input, output, or internal, a possibly ini nite set of states, and a set of transitions, which are state, action, state triples. A valid execution is a state-action sequence s 1 a 1 : : : s i a i s i+1 : : : where each triple s i a i s i+1 is a transition of the automaton. The I O automata pseudocode we use in this paper describes the automaton in three parts: 1 the possible actions are described in the signature, 2 the state is expressed as a collection of variables and their domains, 3 the transitions are described with precondition e ect clauses for each action. 3 The client automaton C p The speci cation of the Ensemble client is shown in Figure 1 . The client automaton is used to formalize restrictions on the environment in which Ensemble services exist. There is one client C p perprocess p 2 P ; each client represents a single process in an Ensemble application. The group membership changes over time in three distinct phases, represented by three modes.
The client is initialized in the normal" mode, and it can communicate with other processes in the view by sending and receiving messages. When Fig. 1 . The Cp speci cation a new view is to beinstalled, Ensemble noti es the client by sending it a block message. The block message puts the client in the preparing" mode; the client may continue to send and receive messages in the preparing" mode. The client may respond to the block request with a block-ok message, which makes the client blocked." The client is not allowed to send messages in the blocked mode. The transition from the blocked" to the normal" mode occurs when Ensemble delivers the newview message, which installs a new view in the client with a potentially new list of view members. 4 Ensemble virtual synchrony EVS Virtual Synchrony provides the semantics of group communication. The view guarantees provided by Ensemble can be summarized with the following informal properties. EVS-self : if process p installs view v, then p 2 v:set. EVS-view-order: views are installed in ascending order of view id. EVS-non-overlap: for any two processes p and q that both install view v, the previous views of p and q must either be the same or be disjoint.
Failures may prevent messages from being delivered, and virtual synchrony provides the following delivery guarantees. EVS-msg-view: all delivered messages are delivered in the view in which they were sent. EVS-fo: messages between any t wo processes in a view are delivered in FIFO order.
EVS-sync: any two processes that install a view v 2 , both with preceding view v 1 , deliver the same messages in view v 1 .
The automaton for evs is shown in Figure 2 . This automaton contains a state shared by all processes, and the external events in the signature are indexed by processes p 2 P . There is one event to match each of the In the state, we k eep a history for each process. The variable mode p represents the mode of client C p . The sequence all-viewids p is the history of all views that have been delivered to process p. The sequence pending p; g is the sequence of messages sent b y process p in view g. The index next q; p; g indicates the next message to be delivered to process p from process q in view g so pending q;g next q; p; g is the next message to bedelivered. The view current-view p is the last view that was delivered to the client, and pred-view g;p is the view delivered just before view g to process p.
The transitions for evs-block and evs-block-ok represent state changes in the client. The transition for evs-gpsndm p places the message m in the current sequence of pending messages for process p, and the transition for evs-gprcvm q ; p takes a message from the pending queue for process q and delivers it to process p.
The evs-newviewv p transition requires several properties before a new view can be delivered to the client C p . The precondition v:id v 1:id requires that the new view be larger than the current view which ensures EVS-view-order. For each process q 2 P , the precondition pred-view v;q = v1_pred-view v;q :set v1:set = fg provides the EVS-non-overlap property for processes that have already installed view v pred-view v;q 6 = ?. The precondition next r; p ; v 1:id = next r; q ; v 1:id provides the EVS-sync property: the messages delivered from process r must be the same for all processes that have installed view v from view v1. These properties, together with the EVS-fo property that follows from the ordering of messages in the pending queues, yield the informal properties claimed by the designers. 5 Ensemble total order ETO The eto service guarantees all of the properties of evs, and also the following ordering guarantees on message delivery. ETO-total: Any two messages m 1 and m 2 delivered to more than one process are delivered in the same order. ETO-causal: Messages are causally ordered: if process p 2 receives a message m from process p 1 , then it must have received all messages received by p 1 before m was sent.
The automaton for eto is derived from evs, with the di erences shown in Figure 3: represented by the queue g process sequence, where message m i in the total order is from process queue g i. The queue g entries are inserted by the internal action eto-orderm; i; j p , which inserts process p into the total order queue g at location i after all other occurrences of process p in the total order.
The message delivery ordering at process p is determined by the precondition for the evs-gprcvm q ; p . The precondition 8r 2 P :nextr; q ; g fr provides causal ordering: the eto-gpsndm p transition saves a causal snapshot" of the delivery state when the message was sent, and the 8r 2 P : next r; q ; g fr is the causality requirement. Total ordering is determined by the enabled predicate: if enabled p; q; g then there is some index i into the total order queue g where the number of delivered messages from each process p 0 2 P is no more than the numberof occurrences of p 0 in queue g 1 : : : i . This condition for ordering allows message deliveries that contain gaps. For example, consider the ordering queue g = h hp 1 p 2 p 1 p 2 p 1 p 3 p 2 p 3 p 2 ii, where the underlined process identi ers represent messages that have been delivered to process p. T w o messages have been delivered from processes p 1 and p 2 . Message deliveries from p 1 and p 3 are no longer enabled|they would violate the total order. The only possible future delivery is from process p 2 . 6 The implementation algorithm evstoeto Ensemble implements services using separate protocol stacks for each process. The layer that implements total-order uses a two-phase token-based algorithm. When a view is rst installed with the evs-newviewv p action a token is generated by the group leader the process with the smallest process identi er. Each message sent during the rst phase, called the ordered phase, must beassociated with a token. When a process has a message to send, it is required to obtain a token. If it obtains a token t i , i t sends the message with the token, and generates new token t i+1 . During this phase, the sent messages m 1 ; t 1 ; m 2 ; t 2 ; : : : can be totally ordered by their tokens.
When messages are received by the layer from evs in the ordered phase, they are saved in a queue, called the ordered queue, in the order determined by their tokens. The evstoeto p layer delivers message m i to the client C p only if messages m 1 ; m 2 ; : : : ; m i,1 have been successfully received by the layer with the evs-gprcvm q ; p action and delivered to the client with the eto-gprcvm p;q action.
The second phase of the protocol, called the unordered phase, can be entered by the layer at any time. During the unordered phase, outgoing messages are sent without waiting for the token, and they are designated as unordered." Layers that receive unordered messages place them on a queue called the unordered queue. Delivery of an unordered message to the client is delayed until the installation of the next view, upon which the layer sorts the contents of the unordered queue by process-identi er, and delivers the queued messages to the client before delivering the new view.
The speci cation for the evstoeto layer is shown in Figures 4 and 5 1 . In this speci cation, tokens for messages in the ordered mode are represented by their number. The layer for evstoeto uses four message types to communicate information about messages and their ordering:
Orderedt; m pairs token t with message m, Unorderedm designates an unordered message, TokenReq is used to request a token from another process, and TokenSendt; p is used to deliver token t to process p.
The signature for the evstoeto layer includes both actions for communicating with evs the evs-events, and with the client the eto- The nal part of the state is for ordering and queueing. The pending eld contains the messages sent by the client in the current view. The next eld is the index of the next message to be sent to evs from the pending queue. The ordered queue is the queue of ordered messages that have been received by the layer in the current view. The order eld is the index of the last ordered message that was delivered to the client from the ordered queue. Unordered messages are stored in the unordered queue until the arrival of the next view.
An ordered message is sent t o evs with the evs-gpsndm p action when the process has the token and a pending message; pending messages are sent unordered only after the unordered phase is initiated.
The ordering part of the protocol is implemented in the transition for eto-gprcvm p;q . There are three cases where a message can be delivered to the client: 1 The next ordered message ordered order has been queued. In this case, the message is delivered to the client, and the order eld is incremented. 2 A new view is pending, there is a ordered message m from process q in the ordered queue, and q survives in the new view. The message is delivered to the client and removed from the ordered queue. 3 A new view is pending, all messages in the ordered queue belong to failed processes processes that are not in the new view, and message m is the rst message from a surviving process q. The message is delivered to the client, and removed from the unordered queue.
The new view is delivered to the client only after all messages from surviving process have been delivered to the client from the ordered and unordered queues. All messages from failed processes are discarded.
The layer veri cation is a forward simulation relation, as described in Chapter 8 of Lynch 14 ,  showing that the implementation, evs composed with all the layers evstoeto p and clients C p for each p 2 P , implements the speci cation eto composed with all the clients C p for each p 2 P . W e implement the speci cation as the automaton S, and the implementation as automaton T. We abbreviate T : evstoeto p with the notation L p for layer" p, and T : evs as V for Virtual synchrony. The speci cation for the automaton S is the composition of eto and C p for each p 2 P .
For the implementation T, w e de ne additional derived variables that correspond to values in the speci cation S, as shown in Figure 6 . The mpending p; g is the list of pending messages in the evs automaton from process p in view g. The qcount p; q is the number of messages from process p that have been queued for process q by the layer evstoeto q . The mcount p; q is the number of messages from process p that have been delivered to process q by the layer evstoeto q . The next p; q is the index into mpending p; g of the next message to be delivered from process p to process q by the layer evstoeto q . The lpending p; q eld is the list of messages, both ordered and unordered, that are queued in the layer evstoeto q for delivery to process q.
These variables provide the state correspondence shown in Figure 7 . The proof of the simulation relation is by induction on the length of executions. We summarize the proof here. sage, then the insertion occurs at location i = t. I f m = Unorderedm 0 i s an unordered message, then the location i is the last location in T : queue g after all ordered messages, but before any occurrences of processes p 0 p . Next, we show that the action T : eto-gprcvm q ; p corresponds directly to the action S:eto-gprcvm q ; p . For this part, we need to prove that each delivery T : eto-gprcvm q ; p is both causal and enabled with the S:eto:enabled q; p; g predicate. The ordering argument has three parts, corresponding to the precondition for L p :eto-gprcv.
For ordered messages in the rst clause of the precondition, the ordering conditions are straightforward. Since every message is associated with a token, and all messages are delivered in strict token order, causality and totality are trivially preserved. . State relation The proof for the second disjunct of eto-gprcvm q ; p is more complex because of causal relationships between queued messages at the arrival of a new view. At the new view, the ordered queue may contain messages interspersed with gaps for messages that were never received by the layer. The only assumption that can be made about the lost messages is that they were not received by any process in the new view the EVS-sync property. Since the causal relationships are otherwise unknown, the implementation can only deliver messages from processes that remain in the new view. As we discuss in Section 7, the original Ensemble and Horus implementations did not implement this step exactly.
Lastly, the proof of ordering for messages in the unordered queue is straightforward. Since delivery of unordered messages is postponed until the next view, all unordered messages are causally unrelated. The total ordering property follows because the layers sort the messages using the ordering over P , and causality follows because messages from failed processes are not delivered. 7 evstoeto: discussion
The most complex part of the proof is the action for evs-gprcv, because three di erent cases have to behandled: one case for ordered messages, one for unordered, and one for ordered messages that have been received during the transition when some layers are sending ordered messages, and others are sending unordered messages. The message delivery properties of evs do not guarantee that there will be no gaps in the ordered queue of messages, even when a new view is passed to the layer with the evs-newviewv p action. This is a subtle point that involves the issue of causal ordering of messages.
We can illustrate the problem with a scenario involving four processes, all initially in the same view. In this scenario, message m 1 is delivered to process p 2 , which immediately delivers it to the client. The client sends a new message m 2 which is received by processes p 3 and p 4 , and then processes p 1 and p 2 fail. Which messages should be delivered?
The implementations addressed this problem in two di erent w ays. The Ensemble implementation discarded all pending ordered messages at the arrival of the new view, and Horus implementation delivered them all.
Ensemble would discard message m 3 but deliver m 4 , violating the EVSfo property, and Horus would deliver message m 2 without delivering m 1 ,
violating ETO-causal. An implementation with the EVS-fo and ETO-causal properties would deliver, at most, messages m 3 and m 4 .
When we rst started working on the veri cation problem, the rst step was to derive the speci cations from the Ensemble ML code, which gave us the speci cation evstoeto p shown in Figure 5 without the middle precondition for eto-gprcvm q ; p . It became clear as we were doing the simulation proof that the simulation step for eto-gprcvm q ; p would fail: there were some message deliveries that would not be allowed by the speci cation of total order eto. The solution seemed to be either to strengthen the properties of evs or strengthen the precondition for eto-gprcv.
When we spoke with the developers about this problem, we found a line of reasoning common to both implementations: if evs were to preserve causal ordering of messages, the implementations would work correctly. However, causal ordering is not provided by evs for e ciency reasons; applications that need causal ordering add an additional protocol layer to implement the property. The code was corrected by implementing the additional precondition and e ect for eto-gprcvm q ; p . The changes to the implementation code were minimal, and both implementations have since been corrected. 8 
Related work
Birman and Joseph presented one of the earliest accounts of virtual synchrony 4 in 1987. Since that time many group membership and communication speci cations have appeared. An article published in 1995 1 points out that many attempts of these have been unsatisfactory. Several new speci cations have appeared that do not su er from the shortcomings in 1 , such as 15, 7, 2, 3 . A speci cation of protocol layers and their composition appeared in 17 . Automata are used for specifying distributed systems in 10, 6 . In 11 , protocol layers for point-to-point messaging are formally speci ed and composed using TLA 12 .
